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Introduction
The New Zealand Police are building a new police station in Whangarei at 88 Cameron Street, on the corner of
Cameron and Walton Streets (Lots 2−4 DP149559) (Figure
1). This is the site of the former Settlers Hotel, dating to
1865. Stephen French of Davis Langdon Ltd., acting on
behalf of the Police, contracted CFG Heritage Ltd to prepare an archaeological assessment of the Hotel (Campbell
2007) and to prepare an application to the New Zealand
Historic Places Trust to destroy the archaeological remnant of the hotel under section 11 of the Historic Places
Act 1993. Because of the tight time frames involved and
the fact that the hotel site was covered over by an asphalt
car park the assessment was limited to a desktop appraisal
– it was not possible to assess the condition of the site prior
to the investigation. The site was recorded as Q07/1280 on
the New Zealand Archaeological Association site file. The
excavation was carried out between 21 and 26 November
2007 under HPT authority 2008/127.
Historical background
Adrienne Slocombe
In 1839 William Carruth from Scotland became the
first European settler to take up permanent residence

in Whangarei. Local Maori under Iwitahi of Parawhau
built him a whare on the shoreline near where the bridge
crosses the Hatea River today. In 1840 his brothers Robert
and John arrived and in 1844 a 968½ acre Crown Grant
was purchased by William Carruth of Otahuhu, farmer,
and Robert Carruth of Adelaide, settler (B1/10, LINZ
Auckland). The extent of the claim can be seen in Figure
2. It included the future site of the Settlers Hotel as well as
much of the present commercial centre of Whangarei.
The brothers brought with them tools, implements,
household articles and everything necessary to carry out
farming operations including seed wheat from Scotland.
At the time the land where Whangarei now stands was
covered in bracken, tea tree scrub and the poisonous ‘tutu’
(tupukihi) and, with no timber available in the vicinity,
a raupo whare was built for the new arrivals. The brothers then set about farming operations and by 1842 they
had about 30 acres under cultivation in wheat, maize and
potatoes (Pickmere 1986). An article in the New Zealand
Gazette and Wellington Spectator, 30 April 1842, reports
that wheat stacks were present on the Carruth property.
The Carruth brothers subdivided and began selling
their land within two years of the date of purchase. In 1844
John George Petingale of Auckland, merchant, purchased

Figure 1. Location of the Settlers Hotel
site. http://maps.google.co.nz accessed
23 August 2008.

Figure 2. Detail of an
early Whangarei map
showing Carruth’s
Grant. Roll 7, 1 of 4
sheets, Lands and
Survey.

Figure 3. Detail of
SO 784, showing
Petingale’s orchard in
1857.
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two properties of 150 and 36 acres respectively for the sum
of £290 (B1/15, LINZ Auckland).
Petingale settled on his waterfront property that
included the future site of the Settlers Hotel and in 1849,
in a letter to relatives in Auckland, he states that “at
‘Whangarei Mains’ he had got an excellent home, a profitable herd of cattle and had established an orchard of
four acres planted with a variety of choice fruit – oranges,
lemons, limes, pomegranates, passionfruit guavas, strawberries, currants, apples, pears, mulberries, fi lberts, plums,
gooseberries, figs, grapes and peaches.” He also had flowering shrubs, hops, bees and pigs (Mossong in Pickmere
1986).
Petingale was reported as making a considerable
income by exporting fruit to Auckland. He was also credited with being the founder of commercial fruit growing in
Whangarei, an industry that thrived to such an extent that,
some years later, Whangarei was to become known as “the
garden of Auckland” (Pickmere 1986).
From a plan of the Parahaki Block drawn in 1857 (SO
784, Figure 3) Petingales orchard appears to lie to the west

of Walton St although it is not altogether clear whether or
not it included the future Settlers Hotel site to the east.
Robert Reyburn arrived in Whangarei in 1859 and purchased 42 acres 36 perches of Petingales property (including the Settlers Hotel site) for the sum of £2300 (1B/717,
LINZ Auckland).
Reyburn’s occupation on the Certificate of Title was
given as “gentleman.” He also advertised in the Daily
Southern Cross, 18 February 1862: 1, as the Whangarei
agent for Emma Eliza, a schooner of 23 tons making weekly
runs between Auckland and Whangarei.
Reyburn continued to maintain Petingales orchard and
ran a dairy herd as well. He then had some of his property
surveyed into sections with streets on a grid pattern, that
he named after members of his family. This subdivision
was to form the nucleus of the present commercial centre
of Whangarei.
The Settlers Hotel
A sketch plan of Whangarei (Figure 4) indicates that there
is already a small building on the comer of Walton and

Figure 4. A sketch plan
of Whangarei town
made during Reyburn’s
tenure (1859–1865). A
small building labelled
‘Hotel’ can be seen
near the corner of
Cameron and Walton
St. National Archives/
Whangarei Museum.
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Cameron St labelled ‘Hotel’ during the time the land was
owned by Reyburn. This was probably leased to George
Naylor who used it as a hotel. Pickmere states that there
was an ordinary sized house on the property at this time
that was known as Naylor’s Hotel (Pickmere 1986).
On 1 May 1865 Reyburn sold Lots 30 and 31 of section
9 to George Naylor of Whangarei. Naylor paid £65 to Mr
Walton, who held a mortgage over the property, and 5/to Reyburn (B2/223, LINZ Auckland). Once the purchase
was completed a new hotel was quickly built and a license
applied for immediately.
The hotel was constructed of wood and was two and
a half stories high. It had a gabled roof covered in shingles and a lean-to, probably a kitchen, at the rear. The windows were made in the twelve-light style that was typical
the time. A verandah was positioned along the Walton St
frontage with a Settlers Hotel sign above it and a building,
probably the stables, was located at the back (Figure 4).
The Daily Southern Cross, 3 May 1865: 5, Licensing
Meeting notes that
The last application was presented by George Naylor,
for a license to a house now in course of erection by
him, to be called the Settlers’ Hotel. This application
was signed by 99 persons. After considerable discussion, the license was granted to Mr Naylor by five
votes to three.

Naylor opened his establishment on 1 July 1865 as
advised by the advertisement shown in Figure 6, which

ran for several months, having successfully obtained the
required Bush License.
Mrs Naylor, sometimes known as Mother Naylor, was
a kind-hearted, motherly woman who often lent a hand
to people in need (Rust 1935). She also kept a wary eye
open in case of theft as can be seen from a report from the
Magistrate’s Court published in the Daily Southern Cross
in 1866 (Figure 8).
The hotel was utilised on many social occasions from
hosting lunches for cricket teams to hosting the dinner
following the Agricultural Show (Daily Southern Cross, 20
March 1872: 3). Cricket was popular with the pioneers. The
first game in Whangarei was played on 10 January 1861
and by 1866–67 it was well established. The headquarters
for the cricketers was the Settlers Hotel and on practise
days they flew a large white flag from the flagstaff. The flag
was adorned with three stumps, a bat and a ball and the
letters W.C.C. Dr Perston’s paddock opposite the hotel was
the cricket ground (Rust 1935).
Rust (1935–36: 2005) tells a story against the proprietor
concerning three of his fellow countrymen A, B and C who
lived on the outskirts of Whangarei:
Every Saturday night they foregathered at ‘Mother
Naylor’s’ Hotel. One night A arrived with a fine turkey
to sell. He asked Naylor if he wanted to buy. “How
much are you asking for it?” “Oh I suppose three and
sixpence is a fair price.” “Huh” said Naylor, “ it is only
worth half a crown to me.” “All right” said A, “where
shall I put it?” Mine host went out to the yard and put it

Figure 5. The first
Settlers Hotel in Walton
St, Whangarei. William
Dent is seated on the
horse and the group on
the verandah include
Mr and Mrs Naylor
(proprietors) and Mr
A.Thomas. Drummond
Te Wake Collection The
Northern Advocate.
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Figure 6. The advertisement first placed in the Daily
Southern Cross, 11 July 1865: 8, that ran for several
months. http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz accessed 22
August 2008.

Figure 8. Report from the Magistrates Court, Daily
Southern Cross, 11 September 1866: 4. http://paperspast.
natlib.govt.nz accessed 22 August 2008.

Figure 7. Mr and Mrs Naylor.
in a box: B saw the place where it was put, immediately
annexed it, and walked in at the front door with the
same tale, questions and answers as those of A. When
asked where to put it the landlord replied that A would
show him the place. This being done C appeared quietly on the scene and repeated B’s programme. A had
then to show C where to put his turkey. This done they
all sat down in the room and had an enjoyable evening,
riding home at about 10 o’clock. The landlord told his
wife about the three cheap turkeys he had bought, but
next morning only one could be found in the box.

In 1867 George Naylor was declared bankrupt (Daily
Southern Cross 27 June 1867). He was, however, permitted
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to retain and run the hotel in an attempt to provide recompense for his creditors.
Perhaps the highlight of the Naylor’s term as proprietors of the Settlers Hotel was the Gumdiggers’ Ball. This
social occasion reported in the Daily Southern Cross (22
April 1870: 3) must have been a very grand affair (Figure
11).
George Naylor died in 1873 and his entire personal
estate was bequeathed to his wife Rachael Naylor (B4/588
LINZ, Auckland).
On the 2nd of June 1874, the Hotel suffered an all-consuming fire with nothing saved. The fire was described in
the Daily Southern Cross (12 June 1874: 3) (Figure 10).
In April of that year the license was held by Mr John
Henderson, however George Miller had placed an advertisement notifying the Justices of the Peace that he intended to
transfer the license of the Settlers Hotel to his name under

5

Figure 9. Whangarei
in 1865 showing the
Settlers Hotel in the
middle distance on
the left side of Walton
St. This is the earliest
known pictorial record
of pioneer Whangarei.

Figure 10. Daily Southern Cross, 12 June 1874: 3. http://
paperspast.natlib.govt.nz accessed 22 August 2008.
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the Licensing Act 1871 (Daily Southern Cross, 7 April 1874: 1).
Following the devastating fire Rachael Naylor sold the
property to George Miller of Whangarei, Inn Keeper, on
14 July 1874 for £170 pounds (B4/589, LINZ Auckland).
Miller however, did not retain ownership, instead selling
Lots 28, 29, 30 and 31 to Robert Thompson on 4 September
1874 for the sum of £177/10/- (B4/632, LINZ Auckland).
The possibility of the hotel being rebuilt hung in the
balance for a time because Reyburn had other plans. In
a lecture to the Whangarei Literary Institute entitled
“The Progress of our Settlement” he spoke of the need for
Whangarei to acquire steamers in order to provide a more
efficient means of delivering produce to the Auckland
markets. His thoughts on the matter were reported in the
Daily Southern Cross, 14 September 1874: 3, where he suggests denying a license to The Settlers Hotel and using the
money saved to purchase a steamer. This proposal was
circumvented by a group of Whangarei businessmen,
including Robert Thompson, the new owner of the property, offering to pay a third of the cost of the new steamer.
Subsequently a license was issued to Robert Thompson and
not long afterwards the Argyle was purchased for the sum
of £6400 (Pickmere 1986).
In 1876 Robert Thompson had the second Settlers
Hotel built on the same site. It was constructed by Messrs
Holman and Wolff. The two storied building had a steeply
pitched, ridged and possibly shingled roof and was made
of wood. Beside it on the corner stood a single story building with a lower hipped roof (possibly also shingled) that
appears to be attached to the hotel. The windows used were
in the four-light double-hung sash style and there was a
verandah along the Walton St frontage with a Settlers
Hotel sign above it (Figure 12).

Settlers Hotel

Plan DP 557, dated to 1885 (Figure 13) shows there was a separate
building at the rear of the hotel that was probably the stables.
In 1878 Robert Thompson was listed as the proprietor of the Settlers
Hotel in Wise’s Directory. In addition he was a well known businessman,
auctioneer and commission agent. He was also a Justice of the Peace,
chairman of the Town Board and later chairman of the County Council
for 6 years until his selection as Member of Parliament for Marsden in
1887 (Pickmere 1986).
Mrs Susannah Harriet Fuller, widow, became the proprietor in 1881,
and in 1882 purchased the hotel for £2500 (D13/586, LINZ Auckland)
indicating that a substantial building had been erected.
Fuller, it appears, ran the hotel herself, perhaps employing a barkeep and servants but not formally leasing out the hotel until 15 October
1886. On this date she leased the hotel to Charles Henry Humphreys,
a hotel keeper from Whangarei (perhaps a former barkeep on the
premises) for the rental of £260 for the first year and £312 every year
after that. Payments were to be made in monthly instalments (R24/54,
LINZ Auckland). The lease applied to the property “together with the
messuage Inn or Public House known as the ‘Settlers Hotel’ and all
other buildings therein…” The lease also stipulated that the property
was to remain as a Public House and that the license be kept. A further
requirement of the lease offers some insight into the expected upkeep of
the premises:
The Lessee shall and will at his own cost and expense and in a proper
and workmanlike manner and with good materials and before the
first day of January 1889 erect complete and finish upon the said
described land substantial weatherboarded or corrugated iron stables at a cost of less than one hundred pounds. And also that he the
Lessee shall and will between the first day of February 1888 and the
first day of May 1888 and again between the first day of February
1891 and the first day of May 1891 and again between the first day
of February 1894 and the first day of May 1894 and in a proper and
workmanlike manner and at the cost and expense of the Lessee
paint with two coats at least of white lead or zinc and oil all the
outside wood, iron, and other work usually painted of the said Hotel
and other building erected and to be erected upon the said described
land. And also that he the Lessee during the month of October in the
years 1889 and 1893 and in a proper and workmanlike manner and
at the cost and expense of the Lessee paint with two coats at least of
white lead or zinc and oil all the inside wood and other work usually
painted of the said Hotel and other buildings and repaper such parts
of the said Hotel and premises that are usually papered.

Figure 11. Daily Southern Cross, 22 April 1870: 3.
http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz accessed 22
August 2008.
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Fuller, who had previously taken out a mortgage on the property
to Robert Thompson, defaulted on her payments so Thompson, exercising his right of Power of Sale within the terms of the mortgage, put
the property up for Public Auction in 1887. For the sum of £1870 Louis
Ehrenfried became the new owner of the Settlers Hotel (R25/786, LINZ
Auckland).
Charles Humphreys, lessee of the property since 1886, registered
an Assignment of Lease to Charles Bishop of Whangarei, hotelkeeper,
in January 1888 (R24/844, LINZ Auckland). The terms of the original lease agreement was bound over to this Assignment. Bishop held
the Assignment for nine months, further assigning the remainder of
the lease to William Bushell Pierce on 5 October 1888 (R28/939, LINZ
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Figure 12. The second
Settlers Hotel built in
1876. Drummond Te
Wake Collection The
Northern Advocate.

Figure 13. Detail of
DP 557 showing the
second Settlers Hotel.
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Figure 14. A view of
Whangarei township
c. 1881. The Settlers
Hotel can be seen in
the middle distance
on the left of Walton
St. Drummond Te
Wake Collection The
Northern Advocate.

Figure 15. Advertisement from The Northern Advocate 11
Jan 1890: 4. http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz accessed 22
August 2008.
Auckland) (Figure 15). In 1896 James A. Finney was listed
as proprietor of the hotel (Wises Directory).
During the early months of 1897 Louis Ehrenfried
died and Arthur Mielziner Myers inherited the prop-
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erty (R55/400, LINZ Auckland). On 13 April 1897, Myers
conveyed the hotel and other properties to The Campbell
Ehrenfried Company Limited in exchange for 40,000
shares in the company (R57/707, LINZ Auckland).
In 1899 major fires swept down the north eastern side
of Cameron St while the citizens watched helplessly. A year
later the buildings on the south western side of the street
suffered the same fate (Keene 1966). It is known that the
second Settlers Hotel, located on the north eastern side of
Cameron St, was also destroyed by fire although the exact
date when this occurred is not certain.
It is suggested in an article dated 7 October 2003 in the
New Zealand Herald that the hotel burnt down in the early
1900s which reinforces the probability that it was destroyed
in the 1899 fire. A search through The Northern Advocate
newspaper archives for that year reveals that the weekly
advertisements for the Settlers Hotel stopped appearing on
August 26 and were not seen for some months (the duration of the search) after that. This could provide an approximate date although no report on the fire could be found
(Whangarei Library).
The third Settlers Hotel was built at some time between
1899 and 1908, the date on DP 4580 (Figure 16). It was
built in a markedly different style to that of its predecessors though after examining the photographs it is possible
that the building on its left was part of the previous hotel
that had escaped damage in the fire. Built by The Campbell
Ehrenfried Company the hotel was a two-storied wooden
structure with an upstairs balcony along the Walton St
side. Like the second hotel, it had four-light double-hung
sash windows. A low decorative fence trimmed the edge of
9

Figure 16. Detail of DP 4580
dated 1908, showing the wood
and iron structure, stables and
outbuilding.

Figure 17. The third Settlers
Hotel built some time
between 1899 and 1908 by
The Campbell Ehrenfried
Company. Drummond
Te Wake Collection The
Northern Advocate.
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the roof, that appears to be flat, and on the corner a semicircular sign displayed the name Settlers Hotel (Figure
17). It has been described as featuring distinctive batwing
doors.
On Plan DP 4580 (Figure 16) the hotel was described
as a wooden building located on Lots 30 and 31 with a
smaller attached building labelled as “Iron” on Lot 32. This
may refer to the roofing material used as the building in
the photograph appeared to be made of wood. Stables are
shown at the rear as well as a small outbuilding, possibly a
long drop, on the south eastern comer.
The advertisement in Figure 18 names Rosiena Hand as
proprietress in 1902. The Campbell Ehrenfried Company
leased the premises to Donald McLeod, hotelkeeper (Figure
19), in 1906 followed by Edgar Horace White as hotelkeeper, tenant and occupier in 1907 (Application 4729,
LINZ Auckland). Wises Directories lists the proprietors as

Daniel McLeod in 1905, R. W. White in 1909, C. T. Gibson
in 1912 and Vic Goldwater between 1916 and 1918.
The fourth hotel built on the site was a large, two storied building extending from Cameron St, along Walton
St and through to Hannah St. This was again built by The
Campbell Ehrenfried Company between 1924 and 1926
and can be seen in Figures 21 and 22. In Figure 21 the
smaller building on the Hannah St frontage is described
as a concrete building while the remainder is described as
brick. A stuccoed finish must have been applied to unite
the two styles. At the rear of the hotel were garages, a laundry and a staff block.

1924
1928–1931
1934
1938–1940
1943
1946

Jas (James) E. Reid
Albert Joseph Dawson
Frederick Johnson
Robert Benson Clouston and wife Emily
James Warwick
W. Harvey

Table 1. Settlers Hotel proprietors between 1924 and
1946. Wises Directories.

This hotel was demolished in the late 1960s and replaced
with a tavern while new house premises were constructed
at a Hatea Drive location, because sea sand had been used
in the mortar causing the building to leak badly (Stevens
1985).
Summary

Figure 18. Advertisement from The Northern Advocate 13
October 1902: 1. http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz accessed
22 August 2008.

The documentary and photographic evidence demonstrates five phases of hotel construction on the site. The
largest of these was the 1923 building that would have
required extensive foundations and other features such as
cellars that have impacted on the evidence from the previous hotels. Some of the other phases may also have had
cellars, though the shallow water table would have been a
significant restriction on deep excavations.
1
2
3
4
5

Figure 19. Advertisement from The Northern Advocate
18 December 1903: 1. http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz
accessed 22 August 2008.
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1865
1874
1875
1910s
1923
1969
2006

first hotel built by Naylor
fisrt hotel burns
second hotel built
third hotel built
hotel rebuilt from existing wooden structure
tavern built
tavern demolished

Table 2. Summary of historical phases.
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Figure 20. Detail of
DP 19692 showing the
ground plan of the
fourth Settlers Hotel.

Figure 21. The fourth
Settlers Hotel. George
Woolley photo No 380,
Lupton Album P. 11,
61/71/29, Whangarei
Museum.
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Figure 22. Oblique
aerial photograph of
Whangarei, taken in
about 1932, looking
south east and showing the fourth Settlers
Hotel on Walton St.
Alongside it to the left
is the old Whangarei
Show Building.
Whangarei Museum.
Excavation strategy
The Settlers Hotel is the first archaeological site to be
excavated in Whangarei City. Dating back to 1865 the
Settlers Hotel site had the potential to shed light on the
earliest period of the city’s European history. The nature of
archaeological evidence, however, means that the amount
of information that can be recovered is reliant on how well
that evidence is preserved.
Because of the uncertain nature of the condition of the
archaeology, and because the construction contractors
wished to retain as much asphalt as possible to form a hard
stand for the pile driving machinery, it was decided to open
up a sample first to determine how much archaeology was
likely to remain. Historic plans obtained from Landonline,
the electronic database of Land Information New Zealand,
showed the location of the hotel in 1885 (DP 557, Figure
23), 1908 (DP 4580, Figure 24) and 1925 (DP 19692, Figure
25). In these figures the modern cadastre is laid over the
historic plans. It is evident that these plans are not completely accurate insofar as they do not align perfectly with
the modern map. Whether this is because of inaccuracies in
the original drawings (presumably the surveys themselves
were accurate) or distortions due to the digitising process,
or both, is not clear, but the errors are likely to be in the
order of 2−3 m. In any case, the most suitable way to align
the plans with the modern data was to manually rotate
and scale them in a computer drawing package. Figure 26
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shows the outlines of the three hotels (there is no known
plan of the first hotel) and associated outbuildings together
with the modern cadastre. On the basis of these plans it
was decided to place the excavation areas in the courtyard
of the 1923 hotel, between the main hotel and the garage
(Area A). This was because the latter building was a heavy
brick and concrete two-storied construction which would
most probably have damaged, though not necessarily completely destroyed, any evidence of the previous buildings,
but features would be more likely to survive in the courtyard. This area includes the back of the third hotel and part
of its stables, and is all located out the back of the second
hotel and presumably also the first hotel. An excavation
area was also placed around the outline of the second hotel
(Area B), although this was expected to be damaged by
construction of the later hotels. This corner of the lot was
where the first two hotels were situated. Although covered
by the 1923 hotel it is now partly owned by the Whangarei
District Council and will not be further developed. Even
so, looking for evidence of the earlier two structures was
central to the investigation.
Sampling strategy and methodology
Investigation was limited to the two areas of primary interest shown on Figure 26. The asphalt in the two areas was
saw cut and the asphalt and base course loaded out with
a 12 tonne digger down to the level where archaeological
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Figure 23. DP 557, dated to 1885, shows the second hotel with the modern cadastre overlain on it.
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Figure 24. DP 4580, dated to 1908, showing the third hotel, consisting of a wooden building, an iron building,
stables and iron and board fencing, with the modern cadastre overlain on it.
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Figure 25. DP 19692, dating to 1925, shows the fourth hotel occupying much the same footprint as the
building in DP 4580 (Figure 24).The hotel is shown as a brick building owned by Campbell Ehrenfried Co
Ltd. A concrete building is located on the corner of Walton and Hannah Streets, owned by the Trustees
of the […] Brown Estate. The building owned by J.M. Martin seems to have been incorporated into the
hotel. The boundaries are fenced in iron and wood.
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2nd hotel (1885, DP 557)
3rd hotel (1908, DP 4580)
4th hotel (1925, DP 19692)
proposed excavation areas
0

20
metres

Lot 2
Lot 3

Lot 4

Figure 26. Outlines of second, third and fourth hotels and associated outbuildings traced from historic plans overlaid on
the modern cadastre along with the proposed excavation area.
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features became apparent. It was proposed that as areas
of intact archaeology became visible the excavation areas
would be extended, however, as described below, only limited archaeological evidence was found and it was decided
that the two areas, likely to be the most productive areas,
would be a sufficient sample.
All features were then excavated by hand and representative samples of artefacts and faunal material were
retained, including those from the overlying fi ll layers, as
many of these were clearly 19th century in origin and it
was apparent early on that there may not be many secure
contexts (undisturbed deposits such as rubbish pits). The
site was mapped with a Leica 1205 robotic total station and
each feature was given a unique identifying number and its
details, including fi ll, contents, dimensions and relationships with other attributes, were recorded on a hand held
computer using Data On The Run soft ware, and synchronised with an MS Access database. Features were photographed before, during and after excavation using a digital
SLR camera.
Archaeology
A geotechnical report (Beca Carter Hollings and Ferner
2007) showed that beneath the asphalt there was generally
300−400 mm of base course overlying layers described as
fi ll of varying depth. Borehole photos show what appeared
to be a demolition layer within these fi lls, containing brick
and glass though it is not clear which demolition event this
represented. When the excavation was finished the stratigraphy became a little clearer, particularly the ‘fills’ beneath
the base course which turned out to be clean marine clays
– they appeared to be fi lls because one of the lower layers of
clay was grey indicating that it had been fi lled over, but this
proved to be a natural gleyed clay (Figure 27).
Area A, the courtyard
As expected, this area had been heavily impacted by the
later two phases of bulding in 1923 and 1969. The most
obvious features were heavy concrete foundations on the
east and south side of the area and an array of ceramic
wastewater and sewerage pipes (Figure 28).
The concrete foundations matched the footprint of
the 1923 hotel as shown in Figures 25 and 26. Feature 18
ran along virtually the whole length of the east side of the
area and would have been the footing for the garage. The
concrete had been poured into a trench and was 660 mm
wide. Along the front of the excavation another section of
concrete footing was revealed still with a course of bricks
in place (Feature 2). The east edge of this feature would
appear to be a corner of the building (Figure 29).
Most of the ceramic drain pipes are probably 20th century in origin and therefore of little archaeological interest,
but some may relate to more informal drainage arrangements dating to the late 19th century. In New Zealand the
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Figure 27. Machine stripping of Area A showing natural
grey marine clay beneath the base course for the carpark
1872 Public Health Act was the first piece of legislation to
provide guidelines for sewerage and wastewater systems
for towns of over 2,000 people. At this time however most
towns still used open drains and the new measures were
met with indifference. It was not until the new Public
Health Act of 1900 that local council took a more integrated approach to waste disposal (www.wellington.govt.
nz/services/sewerage/history/history.html).
Many of the wastewater services relate to Feature 3, a
large sump constructed of brick and plaster (Figure 30).
The sump has four pipes connecting to it, one of which,
near its base, has been blocked off. Feature 12 is a ceramic
pipe running into the sump and cuts through an earlier
pipe (Feature 15). Feature 13 runs from a brick lined gully
trap (Feature 14) back to the sump. A ceramic pipe at the
base of the sump leads eastward out under the cobbled floor
(see below). The pipe recorded as Feature 29 also seems to
be aligned with Feature 3. The drains in the north-west
corner of Area A also probably relate to 20th century building phases. Feature 33 runs into a brick and concrete struc-
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Figure 28. Plan of excavated features, Settlers Hotel excavation, November 2007.
ture (Feature 39) and from this there is a pipe junction and
inspection trap (Feature 38) (Figure 31). An older broken
pipe can also be seen heading off to the side. Other ceramic
drains include Feature 28 and Feature 42 which is cut by
the 1923 foundations (Feature 2). Two metal pipes which
may have been for water were also noted (Features 41 and
44). The presence of pipes which have been cut through
by the 1920s drains clearly suggests that the installation of
ceramic pipes began with the third phase of the hotel, built
sometime in the early 20th century. In 1903 the proprietor D. McLeod advertised ‘first class accommodation’ with
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‘baths and every convenience’ (Figure 19), implying that
the hotel had modern indoor plumbing.
Evidence for the 19th century phases of the hotel was
represented by just a few features. The most significant of
these was an area of cobbled flooring (Figure 32). The cobbled area was roughly rectangular and measured just over
7 m long and 6 m wide. At the back it was cut by the concrete foundation (Feature 18) but where the cobbles stop
to the north is probably as far as it extended. The cobbled
floor was composed of irregular lumps of volcanic stone
set into the ground, with the gaps in between chinked with
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Figure 29. Feature 2 looking towards Walton Street, showing some brickwork still in place.

Figure 30. Feature 3.

Figure 31. Drain junction and
inspection trap.
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clay and smaller stones to produce a relatively uniform
surface (Figure 33). A surface such as this would have been
ideally suited for either a stables or a stables courtyard.
Horses were still one of the main forms of transport into
the early part of the 20th century and any hotel offering
accommodation would have had a stables as part of their
outbuildings. For example, in 1890 the then proprietor of
the Settlers Hotel, William Pierce, made it prominent in
his advertisements that he had the facilities to provide for
horses and buggies (Figure 15). By 1903 this situation is
unchanged and the proprietor D. McLeod advertises ‘good
stabling and paddocking for horses’ (Figure 19).
Little structural evidence of a stables building was
found, with just a few wooden posts and postholes along
the northern edge. No postholes, with the exception of
Feature 16, were found in the area of cobbled floor itself.
The spacing of the posts on the north side is not regular
but Features 6, 8, 9, and 17 are clearly aligned and suggest a wall or fence on this side. Associated with the cobbled area is an open sump or drain at what may have been
the corner of the building (Feature 36). This feature was a
roughly circular depression filled with gravel and cobbles
which was found to have bricks lining its base (Figure 34).
It was approximately 1400 mm in diameter and 450 mm
deep. Only a few bricks were left in the base of the feature
but impressions in the wall indicate that it would originally
have been fully lined with bricks. No drain was found running into the sump and it may have been constructed in a
hollow where water naturally collected. The remains of a
wooden post (Feature 35) were also found in the base. The
stables and Feature 36 pre-date Feature 3 and its associated ceramic drains. A small collection of late 19th century
artefacts collected from the cobbled floor confirm that the
structure dates from this period.
Little other evidence of 19th century structures or
activity was uncovered in Area A. Several postholes and
posts were uncovered which may well relate to the two earlier phases of the hotel, though they formed no clear patterns. Judging from the plan of the second Settlers Hotel
(there is no known plan of the first hotel) this would place
these posts and post-holes in the yard behind the main
buildings. It is highly likely that the first and second hotels
would have had small outbuildings and other structures
out in the yard which were not surveyed on the 1885 plan.
There is no evidence from the excavation to indicate what
these structures may have been. Feature 25 is interesting as
it is a wooden post which has been braced on all four sides
(Figure 35).
The only other probably 19th century features in Area
A were two small pits. Feature 37 in the north west corner
was the best preserved. The pit was roughly 660 mm square
and had been dug down into the grey marine sediment.
It contained a small assemblage of glass, ceramic and
other artefacts dating to the very end of the 19th century
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or around the turn of the century. Feature 34 was a small
shallow square pit which may be the base of a rubbish pit.
Only a few broken pieces of late 19th century ceramic and
glassware were found in it.
Area B
This was the narrow strip investigated on the corner of
Cameron and Walton Streets, where the early hotels had
been situated. Below the modern asphalt and base course
was a thick layer of fi ll derived from the various building
events on the site since 1865, indicating that the area had
been thoroughly disturbed, particularly by the 1923 building. No postholes or structural evidence relating to the two
earlier hotels was found. Very few artefacts were present in
the fi ll to date the deposition of the material.
The only major feature uncovered was Feature 24
which was a rectangular pit approximately 1700 mm wide,
3000 mm long and 500 mm deep at its southern end. At
its northern end the feature was truncated by later activity
and it is probable that it originally continued further. On
the surface the pit as a small patch of slightly darker fi ll
containing broken glass with a straight edge at its southern
end (Figure 36). The full extent of the feature was not visible from the surface but on excavation the fill at this end
of the feature was dense with broken alcohol and aerated
water bottles and occasional ceramics. As discussed below
many of the artefacts had been exposed to intense heat
and are assumed to have been deposited as a result of the
1874 fire. Most of this material was within 1500 mm of the
south edge. The feature had a clearly defined flat base and
straight sided walls, which became increasingly truncated
towards the north end. The base of a later brick foundation
pile 300 x 180 mm and 290 mm high was also found, 1.3 m
back from the southern edge (Feature 39). This pile most
probably relates to the third or fourth Settlers Hotel.
In the southern end of Feature 24 part of a wooden
barrel was found dug into the base of the pit (Feature 40).
This clearly indicates that the pit was in existence before
the fire and was only used to dispose of rubbish after the
1874 fire. The base of the barrel measured 500 mm in
diameter and was set into the ground to a depth of 490
mm. Artefacts, including some animal bone, were recovered from the fi ll of the barrel. The function of this pit and
the barrel set into its base is unclear. One possibility is that
it may be the remains of a long drop toilet, with the drop
being somewhat shorter than would be preferable due to
the close proximity of the water table in this area. Another,
more likely, function is that it may have been a shallow
cellar or cool room. Again, the shallow water table would
have prevented a deeper excavation.
In any event it is clear that this feature is associated with
the first Settlers Hotel built by George Naylor in 1865. The
only other features in Area B were two small pits (Feature
22 and 23), which also most likely relate to this period.
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Figure 32. Feature 19
showing the roughly
rectangular area of
cobbled flooring, with
a row of wooden posts
on the right (north
east) side. Scale = 1 m.

Figure 33. Detail of the
cobbled floor. Scale =
1 m.
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Figure 34. Feature 36, a
brick lined sump.

Figure 34. Feature 25,
cross-braced wooden
post. Two other posts
(Features 26 and 27)
can be seen in the
background.
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Figure 36. The south
end of Feature 24
before excavation.
Feature 22 was just 300 x 300 mm and 340 mm deep, suggesting that it had been truncated by later activity. The pit
contained a small collection of ceramics and glassware.
Some of the ceramics were blackened and burned, like the
few ceramics from Feature 24 but unlike Feature 24, which
was fi lled in after the fire, this small pit may have been purposely dug to dispose of fire damaged artefacts. Feature 23
was just a shallow depression containing a small number
of artefacts which may be the truncated remains of a rubbish pit.
Artefacts
Only a small assemblage of artefacts was uncovered during
excavation. From fi ll layers and unsecured contexts only
diagnostic artefacts were kept. From secure contexts all
ceramics and diagnostic glass and samples of other artefacts were kept and retained for analysis. All artefacts
were analysed according to standard methodologies and
the data entered into an MS Access database. For ceramics
this meant recording the form, function, ware, decoration
and other information such as manufacturers backmarks.
Unidentified patterns were given an SE number. These
are listed in Table 4 and illustrated in Figures 40–44 in
Appendix A. For glassware diagnostic portions and whole
vessels were analysed and identified to type and function.
The artefacts from secure contexts are discussed by area
and feature.
Area A
Area A was the area where the courtyard for the two earlier
hotels had been situated. Among the small assemblage of
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artefacts collected were a minimum of 50 ceramic vessels
and 57 bottles and items of glassware. Fragments of two
clay pipes, a few nails and a small 14 mm diameter metal
button were the only other artefacts recovered.
As would be expected from a fi ll deposit the material is
of mixed age – the majority date to the end of the 19th century and the early part of the 20th century. The ceramics
consisted of a mixture of tableware and utilitarian items
and stoneware bottles. All were highly fragmented and
some sherds such as two pieces from an Asiatic Pheasants
pattern plate showed evidence of burning. Only a few transfer printed patterns are represented with most items being
plain or minimally decorated indicating a late 19th century
context. Two Rouen pattern plates are backmarked by the
firm of Pinder, Bourne and Co., dating them to 1862–1882.
One Willow pattern saucer has a partial backmark which
includes ‘[EN]GLAND’ dating it to the 1890s or later. A
fragment of plain plate with a Johnson Brothers backmark
dates from c. 1913 onwards. One small fragment of semivitreous cup recorded as pattern SE 019 is of interest as it is
printed with a banner containing the words ‘... HOTE[L]’.
If the cup had been more complete it is quite possible that
this may have read ‘SETTLERS HOTEL.’
Alcohol bottles from Area A include four black beer
bases and two case gin tops which probably date to the
late 19th century. One aqua base from a whisky bottle
is embossed ‘JOHN STEWART & CO/KIRKLISTON’
and may relate to the earlier Hotel as this company was
taken over by the Distillers Company Ltd in 1878 (www.
peatfreak.com/alfred-barnard-kirkliston.php). Ringseals
are the most numerous bottles with fragments of eleven
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Champagne and Bordeaux shaped bottles recovered. All
have hand applied tops and were probably produced late
in the 19th century or early in the 20th. From the late 19th
century Champagne style bottles were commonly used for
beer in New Zealand.
Aerated water bottles include three Hamilton patent
bottles, one of which carries embossing from J. Grey and
Sons, Auckland, dating it to 1880–1902 (Bioresearches
1995: 126). Parts of five Codd patent bottles were identified, two of which have the partial embossing ‘...AREI’ and
would appear to represent a local Whangarei aerated water
manufacturer. Codds first came into use in the 1870s but
continued into the early 20th century. Part of a Lamont
patent softdrink bottle was also recovered embossed
‘PATENT//[C]ASTLEFORD.’
Fragments of condiments bottles were also identified
and include two Lea and Perrins Worcestershire sauce
bottles, part of a Koefoed sauce bottle, and the base of a
square pickle bottle. Parts of two Udolpho Wolfe schnapps
bottles and an olive base 72 mm square embossed ‘…USE
S//…//…[LL]A (base 7363)’ were also collected. The olive
base would appear to be from a sarsaparilla bottle but the
brand has not been identified. Six tumbler bases are all of
the paneled variety produced throughout the 19th century
and into the 20th. A complete clear glass ink bottle 60 mm
high with a base diameter of 50 mm marked on the base ‘A
135/C/U G B’ and a green base 57 mm in diameter marked
‘J L & Co Ltd/889’, are both machine made 20th century
items.
Feature 19
This was the cobbled floor which yielded only a few artefacts. Among the ceramics was a plain stoneware ginger
beer bottle, a blue edgebanded plate and fragments of black
printed plate in the Poppy pattern. The glassware consisted
of a top from a champagne style ringseal bottle, a small
tumbler base and the base of an embossed beer bottle from
the firm of Campbell and Ehrenfried. Around 1898 the
Hobson Bridge brewery run by John Logan Campbell and
the Albert Brewery run by the Ehrenfried brothers merged
to form Campbell and Ehrenfried, who later merged with
the Great Northern Brewery in 1914 to form Lion Brewery
(www.lion-nathan.com). The artefacts found on the stable
floor then would appear to date to the very end of the 19th
century and beginning of the 20th.
Feature 34
This was possibly the base of a small pit in Area A. Among
the few artefacts were a McDougall, Glasgow, clay pipe
stem (1846–1891), a glass marble from a Codd bottle,
sherds from a red edgebanded saucer, and fragments of a
plain ceramic cup and jar. These items most likely date to
the late 19th century.
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Feature 37
Feature 37 was a small rubbish pit in Area A fi lled with ash
and artefacts that would appear to relate to the turn of the
century occupation of the site. Among the ceramics was a
plain terracotta pot stand and two large earthenware ewers
or jugs, minimally decorated with gilt hairlines around
the rim. One blue edgebanded plate 230 mm in diameter
had clearly been burnt. Two other edgebanded cups, one
blue and one green, were unburnt. A cup and saucer (SE
024) and one cup/jug (SE 025) were decorated with simple
transfer prints.
The few glass bottles consisted of the base of a Codd
softdrink bottle, a plain aqua base 75 mm in diameter
and four plain rectangular sectioned pharmaceutical type
bottles. Other glass included a fluted tumbler, three small
plain jugs, a fragment of ruby coloured stemmed glass, and
fragments of milk-glass from a lightshade.
The only other artefacts were fragments of two pairs of
leather adult shoes, part of a metal matchbox and a handle
from a table knife. None of the artefacts from this feature
are particularly early and most if not all were probably
produced around 1900.
Area B
This was a narrow strip excavated around the front and
side of the where the earlier hotels were located. Only ten
ceramic objects and ten items of glassware were collected
from fi ll layers in this area.
Feature 22
This was a small rubbish pit in Area B associated with the
first Settlers Hotel. The pit contained a minimum of ten
ceramic vessels and seven glass bottles. All of the ceramics
are transfer printed apart from fragments of two stoneware
jar lids 105 mm in diameter. Willow pattern is represented
by three plates, one of which is backmarked by the firm of
Pountney and Co (1859–1889). A purple transfer printed
saucer in the Vine pattern is backmarked by the firm of
David Methven and Sons (1847–1928). The other marked
piece is from a Dulcamara pattern saucer made by Pinder,
Bourne and Company (1862–1882). The dates for all three
manufacturers fit in well with the period of the early Hotel
established by 1865, which burnt down in 1874. The three
other unidentified patterns on a cup (SE 014), a serving
platter (SE 015), and a plate (SE 016) must also have been
produced prior to this event.
The glassware would also seem to date to around the
late 1860s. Fragments of a Hamilton patent bottle embossed
‘WILK.../...CKL...’ are from the firm of Wilkie, Auckland.
Alexander Wilkie started an aerated water factory at Eden
Crescent in Auckland in 1845 and the company was sold
to Charles Sutton around 1870 (Robson 1995: 183). An
embossed Wilkie torpedo was recovered from the Victoria
Hotel site in Auckland from a pre-1865 context (Brassey
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and Macready 1994: 92). The other bottles consist of three
black beers, two case gins, and one condiments bottle.
Feature 23
This was the base of a small pit that contained fragments
of black beer glass, a piece of Rhine pattern plate and
embossed fragments from a Udolpho Wolfe schnapps
bottle.
Feature 24
This was a large pit which contained the most significant
assemblage of artefacts from the site. The pit does not
appear to have been a purposefully dug rubbish pit, rather
it was an existing feature fi lled in after the 1874 fire. Much
of the material was burnt and fragmented with no evidence
of in situ burning and had clearly derived from a fire event
elsewhere on the site. The majority of the artefactual material was concentrated at the Cameron Road end of the pit,
with the rest of the pit being fi lled with clay and building
rubble.
Although the Settlers Hotel site was much less well preserved, this is a similar situation to the Victoria Hotel site
in Auckland. This hotel was established in 1840 and burnt
down in 1865 after which the cellar was fi lled in with the
fire damaged and destroyed stock (Brassey and Macready
1994). This effectively creates a time capsule where the
material has a known date of deposition and must therefore have been manufactured before that date.

The artefacts consisted mainly of glass with a minimum number of 297 items present. As would be expected
from a Hotel site alcohol bottles are well represented with
87 black beers, 7 case gins, 20 ringseals, and 25 other alcohol bottles. Surprisingly the next most numerous items are
Hamilton patent aerated water bottles with a minimum
number of 84. Drinking vessels are next with 40 tumblers
and one stemmed glass present in the assemblage. Other
items of glassware include seven schnapps bottles, four
sarsaparilla bottles and a few condiment bottles and miscellaneous items such as fragments of lamp chimneys.
The bottle glass can be dated based on embossed markings and manufacturer marks and by the techniques used
to produce the bottles. Several of the black beers have
embossed markings on the base relating to the bottle manufacturer. The most numerous examples are from the firms
of Richard Cooper and Thomas Wood. Three are marked
‘R.COOPER & Co/PORTOBELLO’, one ‘RICHd COOPER
& Co/PORTOBELLO’, one ‘WOOD/PORTOBELLO’ and
two ‘WOOD/P.’ Cooper and Wood ran a glass bottle works
in partnership in Portobello, Scotland, from 1859 but by
1868 had fallen out and split the business into two separate
companies (Toulouse 1971: 142–143). These bottles must
have been made in the late 1860s or early 1870s. Three
other black beers were embossed ‘C W & Co’. This marking
has not been identified, but identically marked bottles have
been previously recovered from the Victoria Hotel site in
Auckland, which has a terminal date of 1865. Other mak-
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Figure 37. Glassware from Feature 24: a, Udolpho Wolfe ‘Aromatic Schnapps’ bottle; b, brown glass alcohol bottle; c, Richard
Stone Hamilton Patent aerated water bottle.
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Embossing

MNI

RICHARD STONE//SHREWSBURY//REGISTERED//TRADE MARK
…RS//… WALES//…TH
…ND//…TTON
…T’S//…NADE//…LE SODA …
AUCKLAN[D]
PI…//DOUB…

1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 3. Embossing on Hamilton patent softdrink bottles, Feature 24.
er’s marks include one ‘LYON/MAKERS/BROS’, one ‘A B
& Co’, and one ‘H P.’
One aqua glass spirit bottle could be identified as a
Bernard and Co’s Old Tom Gin bottle, based on fragments
of preserved paper label. Complete bottles of this type have
been recovered from the Wanganui Hotel site in Wanganui
dating to the 1860s (CFG Heritage report in preparation).
An aqua base with ‘BS’ embossed on it can also be identified
as a gin bottle, based on the same marking being found on
labelled examples from Wanganui. One cognac bottle had
traces of a paper label but was not well enough preserved to
be attributed to a brand or maker. All of the ringseals were
either Bordeaux shaped cognac bottles or large champagne
style bottles. One complete brown coloured bottle 230 mm
high with a base diameter of 64 mm is also likely to have
contained alcohol of some kind. One of the more unusual
items is a black glass base from a ‘skittle’ shaped bottle.
These would appear to be a relatively rare variation on the
common ‘black glass’ beer bottles used at the time.
Schnapps is represented by seven Udolpho Wolfe’s
Aromatic Schnapps bottles. Only one complete example
was recovered and has the usual embossing ‘UDOLPHO
WOLFE’s//AROMATIC/SCHNAPPS//SCHIEDAM.’ The
bottle is of the slightly less common small size and stands
205 mm high with a base 57 mm square. This particular
brand was available in New Zealand from the early 1860s.
The sarsaparilla bottles are likewise all from the same
brand – Dr Townsend’s. Fragments of four bottles, in a
distinctive shade of emerald green glass, carry parts of the
usual embossing ‘DR TOWNSEND’S//SARSAPARILLA//
ALBANY/N.Y.’ Embossed bottles were discontinued for
this brand in the 1870s (Fike 1987: 220).
The aerated water bottles are typical of what would
be expected from an 1860s or early 1870s context. All are
Hamilton patent bottles with their distinctive ‘torpedo’
shape. Many show evidence of exploding under intense
heat, possibly while still fi lled with liquid, with the bases
blown out of the bottles and much of the glass highly fragmented and melted. The majority of the bottles are plain
but several fragments carried embossing from aerated
water manufacturers (Table 3). The most complete embossing (Figure 37c) is from the firm of Richard Stone but no
information was able to be traced regarding this company.
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One other bottle with ‘...ND//...TTON’ may possibly be
from the Auckland manufacturer Charles Sutton, who was
in business from 1871–1874 (Robson 1995: 183). Robson’s
date is derived from trade directories, but in fact Sutton
was in business from at least mid-1870 (Daily Southern
Cross 13 August 1870).
The few condiments bottles consist of a Lea and Perrins
Worcestershire sauce bottle manufactured by the Aire and
Calder Bottle Company, and the bases of a salad oil and a
pickle bottle.
Tumblers and other items of table glass are not particularly datable by themselves but the examples collected
are typical of hotel drinking vessels of the period. All are
made of clear glass and have been produced in moulds.
Most of the tumblers have paneled sides and plain rims
with the most common base profi le being either hexagonal or octagonal. One of the more complete examples has
a hexagonal base 50 mm across and stands 100 mm high.
Only one stemmed drinking vessel was recovered, part of
the base of a wine glass.
Many fewer ceramics were recovered from the pit with
just 34 vessels and bottles, and six clay tobacco pipes. One
clay pipe is marked with the name of the firm of Davidson,
Glasgow, dating it to between 1861 and around the time
of the fire. Two other pipe bowl fragments are from T.D.
style pipes, with the letters ‘T.D.’ stamped into the back of
the bowl. Among the stoneware are two porter beer bottles bases 90 mm in diameter. One has an impressed mark
near the base reading ‘GROSVENOR/2/ GLASGOW.’ This
mark dates from 1868 (www.scottishpotterysociety.co.uk).
Another bottle base 80 mm in diameter, which may also
have contained beer, is stamped ‘DOULTON/LAMBETH’
and dates from c.1854 onwards. The other items of stoneware include fragments of four large storage bottles or
jars.
Many of the other ceramics are highly fragmented and
burnt, making the identification of vessel forms more difficult. Fragments of several transfer printed decorated items
are from serving vessel type forms. The most complete is
decorated in the Lattice pattern and appears to be a stand
or handled dish. Several heavy rim fragments are probably
from serving bowls or similar vessels. Only two plates are
present, both decorated with transfer prints, one in the
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Rhine pattern and one in the Dulcamara pattern. A saucer
in the Dulcamara pattern is also present. Other forms
present include a chamber pot, a plain ceramic storage jar
100 mm in diameter, and part of the base of a jug.
Four vessels with blue dyed-body fabrics were identified, with two being cups, one an eggcup and the other
a jug. The jug is decorated with a relief moulded basket
weave type pattern recorded as SE 002. Sprigged decoration is represented by fragments of one semi-vitreous fabric
saucer. A jug with light relief moulding and a mixing bowl
are also present in the assemblage. Both of these vessels are
made of a buff or yellow-bodied fabric typically used for
such utilitarian wares.
Other artefacts sampled include several fragments of
hoop iron and band ranging in width from 20–40 mm. The
hoop iron is most likely related to Feature 40, a barrel sunk
into the floor of the pit, discussed below.
Feature 40
Feature 40 was the barrel sunk into the floor of Feature
24. Only a few artefacts were recovered from the fi ll of the
barrel and were the same as those collected from the rest of
Feature 24. This means that the barrel was most likely still
open when the pit was fi lled in.
Faunal material
Very little faunal material was recovered from the excavation – not surprising given the lack of rubbish pits. Most
came from the fi ll layers overlying the courtyard, where
scattered bones of cattle, sheep and chicken were recovered. Some sheep bone was found in Feature 24 and some
cattle teeth in Feature 24. Little can be said about this very
sparse assemblage.
Discussion and conclusion
The excavation revealed a very limited range of features,
with most of the archaeology truncated by the heavy foundations of the 1923 hotel. Nonetheless, the excavation provides a starting point for future historic archaeological
investigations in Whangarei. Very few historic sites have
been investigated in the Whangarei area and the Settlers
Hotel excavation was the first to be conducted in the area
of the early township. Despite the small number of archaeological features found and artefacts , the results are still of
interest. In the courtyard area of the hotel the presence of
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a late 19th century cobbled floor shows that archaeological
evidence can survive even where sites have been built over
repeatedly. Several wooden posts were also recorded that
relate to structures associated with the first two phases of
the hotel.
The lack of rubbish pits is itself interesting and deserves
some discussion. The excavation of Area A was designed
to maximise finding undisturbed features – the 1923
structure was expected to have severely damaged earlier
evidence while the courtyard was expected to be an ideal
place to find rubbish pits and similar features. The first
expectation was met; the second was not; two unfortunate
results. We suspect that the very plastic, often wet, marine
sediments would have made digging rubbish pits onerous,
while the nearby estuary would have presented a nice solution to rubbish disposal – most rubbish was conveniently
dumped off site.
Of heightened interest, then, are the artefact assemblages from Features 22 and 24 in Area B which can be
directly related to a historically documented event – the
burning down of the first Settlers Hotel in June 1874.
Rarely does the opportunity arise to collect artefactual
material which can be tied to a known event. All of the
glassware and ceramics in these features were almost certainly destroyed in the 1874 fire and thrown out shortly
after. Many of the artefacts show signs of having been
burned and manufacturing techniques and makers marks
date the assemblage to the 1860s or early 1870s. The fire
provides a unique snapshot of the hotel and some of the
stock it carried at the time.
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Appendix A Ceramic Patterns and Designs

Transfer Printed
In total 31 transfer printed patterns were identified from
across the Settlers Hotel site. Of these eleven were able to be
assigned a formal pattern name as marked on the vessel or
identified from the literature or previous investigations.
Albion
Albion is a generic title used by several potters for a scenic
pattern printed in blue. Only a single sherd was recovered
from the Area A fi ll and probably relates to the earlier
hotel.
Asiatic Pheasants
Asiatic Pheasants is one of the most common patterns
found in historic archaeological sites in New Zealand. The
pattern has a floral border with a central scene comprised
of one or more pheasants set among a floral arrangement.
Two burnt fragments from a blue or grey plate were recovered from the Area A fi ll and, like the Albion sherd, may
relate to the early hotel.
Cable
As the name suggests, Cable is a border pattern consisting of a ribbon entwined around a cable. Sherds from two
serving vessels printed in purple were recovered from the
Area A fi ll.
Dulcamara
One saucer from Feature 22 and a saucer and plate from
Feature 24 were found in this pattern. All three vessels are
burnt but the original printed colour would appear to have
been grey. This pattern was produced by Pinder, Bourne
and Co.
Lattice
Lattice is a simple pattern in blue. Vessels marked with
the pattern name have been previously recorded from the
Wellington Inner City Bypass excavations. Burnt fragments from a serving type vessel were recovered from
Feature 24 and fragments of a plate from the Area A fi ll.
Poppy
Poppy is a pattern name used by several manufacturers for
simple floral designs incorporating poppy plants and flowers. Several rim sherds from three different plates in this
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pattern were found in the Area A fi ll. Two were printed in
black and the other in green.
Rhine
Rhine is the pattern name for a series of romantic scenes
used by numerous potteries. Rim fragments from a plate
printed in grey were found in Feature 24. Fragments of
Rhine pattern plate were also recovered from the Area A
fi ll.
Rouen
Like Dulcamara, Rouen is another simple abstract border
design produced by Pinder, Bourne and Co. Sherds from
two largely complete dinner plates were found in the Area
A fi ll.
Star
Several fragments in purple from a cup and a serving type
vessel were recovered from the fill in Area B in this pattern.
Some sherds were quite burnt which suggests that this pattern was in service at the time of 1874 fire.
Vine
Fragments of one saucer printed in purple were recovered
from Feature 22 marked with this pattern name and that of
the maker, David Methven and Sons. The pattern consists
of a grapevine trailing around the rim of the saucer.
Willow
Willow is the most common transfer printed pattern from
mid 19th century sites in New Zealand. Seven vessels
were identified with three plates coming from Feature 22.
Willow is generally more common in earlier 19th century
sites, so these plates may well relate to the first hotel phase.
Fragments of a plate, serving platter, and a later semi-vitreous saucer were found in Area A. One further plate fragment came from Area B.
Unidentified Patterns
All unidentified patterns were given a code (for example
SE 001) and photographed. In total, 22 transfer printed
patterns and four other designs were recorded (Table 4).
All examples where enough of the design has survived to
enable future identification and comparison are illustrated
in Figures 40–44.
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Figure 38. Transfer Prints: a, Albion plate fragment; b, Cable bowl or serving dish fragment; c, Dulcamara plate with partial
Pinder, Bourne and Co backmark; d, Poppy plate fragment; e, Rouen plate with Pinder, Bourne and Co backmark (note separate scale); f, Vine saucer with David Methven and Sons backmark.
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Figure 39. Transfer Prints: a, Lattice serving dish fragments;
b, Willow plate with Pountney and Co backmark; c, Willow
plate with unidentified backmark.
Figure 40. Other ceramics: a, cup with gilt ‘tealeaf’ design;
b, plate fragment with Johnson Brothers backmark; c, SE
019 cup with partial printed banner ‘... HOTE[L].’
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Pattern

Feature

Vessel

Fabric

Technique

Colour

MNI

SE 001
SE 002
SE 003
SE 004
SE 005
SE 006
SE 007
SE 008
SE 009
SE 010
SE 011
SE 012
SE 013
SE 014
SE 015
SE 016
SE 018
SE 019
SE 020
SE 021
SE 022
SE 023
SE 024
SE 024
SE 025

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
22
22
22
Area A
Area A
Area A
Area A
Area A
Area A
37
37
37

Unknown
Jug
Jug
Serving Platter
Chamber Pot
Jug
Bowl/Jug
Saucer
Serving Bowl
Bowl
Serving Bowl
Serving Bowl
Dish/Bowl
Cup
Serving Platter
Plate
Cup
Cup
Jug
Cup
Saucer
Saucer
Cup
Saucer
Cup/Jug

Porcelain
Dyed-Body
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Semi-China
Dyed-Body
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware
Whiteware

Relief Moulded
Relief Moulded
Relief Moulded
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Relief Moulded
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print
Transfer Print

White
Blue
White
Grey
Dark Blue
Flow Blue
Purple
Dark Blue
Grey
Dark Blue
Blue
Grey
Dark Blue
Grey
Grey
Green
Red
Brown
Blue
Green
Grey
Brown
Blue
Blue
Grey

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4. Unidentified ceramic patterns and designs.
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Figure 41. Unidentified Transfer Prints: a, SE 018 cup fragment; b, SE 021 cup fragment; c, SE 022 saucer fragment; d, SE 023
saucer fragment; e, SE 025 cup/jug fragment; f, Willow saucer with part ‘England’ backmark (post-1891).
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Figure 42. Unidentified Transfer Prints: a, SE 004 serving platter fragments; b, SE 005 chamber pot fragments; c, SE 006 jug
fragments; d, SE 007 bowl/jug fragments; e, SE 008 saucer fragment; f, SE 011 bowl fragment; g, SE 012 bowl rim; h, SE 013
dish/bowl fragments; i, SE 014 cup fragments; j, SE 015 serving platter fragment; k, SE 016 plate fragments; l, Star (SE 017)
miscellaneous fragments.
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Figure 43. Miscellaneous ceramics: a, SE 002 dyed body jug with relief moulding jug; b, SE 020 dyed body with relief moulding; c, SE 024 printed cup; d, burnt edgebanded plate; e, edgebanded chamber pot (note separate scale for d and e).
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Figure 44. Other ceramics: a, baking dish with William
Murray and Co backmark; b, baking dish with unidentified
backmark.
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Appendix B Ceramics Manufacturer Marks

Doulton and Co. (Ltd), Lambeth, London, c. 1854–1956
One stoneware bottle from Feature 24 was found with the
standard impressed mark from this company near the base
‘DOULTON/LAMBETH.’ This mark was used from c. 1854
through to the 20th century (www.thepotteries.org).
Grosvenor, Glasgow, c. 1869–1926
One stoneware porter bottle base from Feature 24 carried an oval impressed mark near the base reading
‘GROSVENOR/2/GLASGOW.’ This bottle is 19th century
in origin as from 1899 ‘& Son’ was added to marks (Godden
1991: 295).
Johnson Bros., Hanley, Staffordshire, c. 1883–1968
One fragment of plain ironstone fabric plate was found
in the Area A fi ll with ‘[HOT]EL WARE/[JOH]NSON
BROS/[E]NGLAND’ printed on the back in grey. The mark
employs a crown which is typical of the marks used by this
company from c. 1913 onwards (Kowalsky and Kowalsky
1999: 246; www.thepotteries.org).
David Methven and Sons, Kirkcaldy, Scotland, 1847–1928
Fragments of a purple printed saucer in the Vine pattern from Feature 22 were marked on the back with the
pattern name and the initials ‘D.M & ...’ This stands for
David Methven and Sons and probably dates from c. 1870
onwards, when this firm began to mark their products
more regularly (Kowalsky and Kowalsky 1999: 284).
W.F. Murray and Co. (Ltd), Glasgow, Scotland, 1870–1898
Part of the base from a stoneware utilitarian bowl or baking
dish was impressed with ‘...URRAY & CO’ in a slightly
curving fashion. This mark was used by W.F. Murray and
Co at the Caledonian Pottery in Glasgow (Godden 1991:
455).
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Pinder, Bourne and Co., Burslem, Staffordshire, c.
1862–1882
Three vessels carried marks from the firm of Pinder,
Bourne and Co. Fragments of a grey printed Dulcamara
pattern saucer from Feature 22 had part of the standard
garter style mark topped with a crown, which includes the
pattern name and the makers initials. Two brown printed
Rouen plates from the Area A fi ll had complete garter style
marks with the pattern name and makers initials.
Pountney and Co., Bristol, 1859–1962
One blue Willow pattern plate from Feature 22 had a
printed mark on the back from the firm of Pountney and
Co. The mark employs a shield device in the centre flanked
by seahorses with the makers initials ‘P. & Co’ below. This
mark dates to the early period of the pottery from 1859–
1889 (Kowalsky and Kowalsky 1999: 309).
Miscellaneous Marks
A largely complete Willow pattern plate from Feature
22 had a partial printed mark on the back with the trade
name ‘...PERIAL CHINA’ and part of the makers initials
below ‘... H.’ In the centre of the mark is an anchor with a
rope trailing around it. No match could be found for this
mark although this plate almost certainly relates to the first
Settlers Hotel. A sherd from the base of a jug from Feature
24 carried part of a diamond registration mark printed in
purple. None of the registration information was preserved
but such marks were only used between 1842 and 1883.
Two other partial printed marks were found on sherds
from the Area A fi ll layer. One in green on the back of a
semi-vitreous saucer printed in the Willow pattern has ‘...
GLAND’ while the other in black on the base of a semi-vitreous cup has ‘... CHINA.’ Both of these vessels were most
likely produced in the early part of the 20th century. One
other plain baking dish fragment carried an impressed
mark on the back but this could not be read.
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